"Best in Class" Floor Design
-Cargo Floor Stability & Thicker Mounting points.

The Competition

Morgan Olson Walk-in Vans Stand the Test of Time.

Not all Walk-In vans are created equal. Go beyond the quote and see why Morgan Olson Walk-In Van’s provide customers with the security and safety of making the best investment possible.
PRE-DRILLED PANELS
-Precision OEM Parts

Quality Assurance
Morgan Olson’s State-of-the-Art ONSRUD machines produce precision pre-drilled panels.

OUR INDUSTRY STANDARD
is higher than others. Precision pre-drilled panels are another example how Morgan Olson’s quality & forward thinking is helping your long-term, better interests.

Our pre-drilled panels simplify repairs. Your panel arrives, put it in place and the holes align perfectly...every time!

Our competitors send you a piece of aluminum...no holes...nothing to align which increase your down time.

Morgan Olson Walk-In Vans are designed better from the beginning.

QUALITY ON TIME-EVERY TIME

www.morganolson.com
Quality welded into every step...every van.

Morgan Olson’s reinforced compression angle step support.

We’re committed to building the best quality Walk-In Van possible. Period.
Every Vehicle is Water Tested 100%
Water Tight Integrity.

Morgan Olson’s windows are sealed with heavy duty fittings.

Our aerodynamic hood design and two piece windshield minimizes down time and provides replacement parts cost benefits.

Morgan Olson
www.morganolson.com
The Rear Design
is possibly the most visible area that separates our 20 year Walk-in delivery van from the other body companies.

Reinforced and Strong.
The next delivery van you see, take a look at the rear structure.
See the difference.
Compare our reinforced rear structure to the other body companies that cut corners on this detail.

Go Beyond the Quote... Quality
You can see the Morgan Olson Advantage when you're looking for a long-life delivery solution.

QUALITY
ON TIME-EVERY TIME
Vibration Reduction
Cargo Walls Come Standard

We Value the Little Details
Not every body company takes the time or the expense to build it right the first time.

Morgan Olson’s Legacy of Quality was forged by experience. We’re committed to building the best quality Walk-In Van possible. Period.

Morgan Olson
www.morganolson.com

QUALITY
ON TIME-EVERY TIME
We Value the Details

Morgan Olson’s Legacy of Quality was forged by experience. We’re committed to building the best quality Walk-In Van possible. Period.
The MORGAN OLSON wiper motor

Reinforced and Strong.
Experienced fleet managers appreciate our attention to details.

See the difference.
Compare our internal systems to the other body companies and you'll start to see Morgan Olson gives you a better value.

Go Beyond the Quote...
Morgan Olson Advantages add up when you're looking for a long-life, durable & dependable delivery vehicle solution.

The UT wiper motor
This motor was purchased from UT in 2014 to help our customers compare for themselves. We wanted to share the cycle comparison but the MORGAN OLSON motor hasn't stopped working.